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Zealot guide vermintide 2

Next characters Sienna Fuegonasus Prev characters Kerilian This page contains a description of Victor Saltzpyre's character in Warhammer: Vermintide 2, where you will find a list of all abilities, skills and talents. Also, you will find tips on how to play this class of characters, as well as suggestions on how to continue the development of this character. Witch
Hunter Captain Bounty Hunter Hunters Hunters Hunters Hunters HunterWitch Hunter Captain Abilities &amp;. SkillsBase Health:100 Skill Points/Spell NameDescriptionWitch Hunt (Passive Ability)Marked Enemies Take Extra Damage (20%). Witch Hunter Captain TalentsTalents available at level 5: Talent NameDescription Charmed Life increases the pull-
back range by 20%. (+25% for ezip, but not for critical photos). Suffer no heresyNe the damage done when it is banned from 50%. Talent level 15:Talent NameDescription Tagged for DeathWitch-Hunt provides a 10% increased attack speed in 4 seconds when marked enemies die. Lovech's witchcraft restores 2 health points for party members when marked
enemies die. Wild FervourWitch-Hunt increases critical impact ability by 8% in 4 seconds when marked enemies die. Talents at level 20:Talent NameDescription Holy CauseCritical hits give temporary health. The righteous ZeilKill gives temporary health. PurifierHero gets health after beating the boss. Talent level 25: Talent NameDescription Doubling
GoalReduce waiting for The New York Times Resonance of FaithExecreasing the duration of hostility to 10 seconds. Fierce oratoricalExeat the radius of hostility by 50%. Tips and tipsBe sure enemies who have been tagged by you get more damage - this is true not only for your attacks, but also for other members of your party. Press the tagging button as
often as possible, especially when you see elite and special enemies or when faced with a boss. Thanks to his passive abilities, the Eternal Guard, all blocked front light does not destroy endurance. Thanks to this, the master of witch hunters is great for battles against hordes. Be sure to block attacks and place yourself in such a way as to make enemies
attack you from the front. Bh. It can push nearby enemies back and give its allies a temporary opportunity to get a critical hit. Use this skill as often as possible - skill will save you and your country. Suggest Offer Hunter Captain build The following set of talents creates a universal character that deals with worthy damage from a distance and in a battle melee -
it is worth switching between distance and close combat all the time. Moreover, it can help allies by pushing close enemies away and increasing the likelihood of a critical strike. Always prepared (level 5) - additional ammunition are always useful and allows you to eliminate enemies without compromising health. Abjure Temptation (level 10) - a great talent to
increase strength by 15% if the team wears at least one makeup. If you don't want to collect greiflikars, pick the talent Tknell. Wild Fervor (level 15) - improves passive ability and gives a chance to increase the critical chance after killing a secret opponent. The righteous Zeal (level 20) - a standard talent for temporarily raising health after killing enemies.
Doubling goal (level 25) - reduces the time it takes to renew your career skills by helping you fight hordes of enemies and increasing your chance of a critical strike. Bounty hunterTeen is a class accessible from level 7. It specializes in fighting distances - increased amounts of ammunition and a good chance for critical strikes to destroy enemy ranks from
long distances. Basic health: 100 pointsContence Hunter Abilities &amp;- SkillsSkill/Spell NameDescription Inexperienced Shot (Passive Ability)Guarantees critical hit every 10 seconds of weapon range. Locked and Loaded (career ability)Victor fires a powerful shot that pierces through the enemies. Ammunition bags (passive capability)Increases ammunition
capacity by 50%. Quick release (passive ability)Increases the recharging speed. The talents of a level 5 bounty hunter: Talent reloading increases the recharging rate by 20%. To graphite them, a gun spread by 25%. Vicious VirtueAdds the attack rate by 5%. Talent at Level 10: Talent NameDescription Leave WithoutForIncrees revives the speed by 30%.
Necessary means increases your strength by 25% if you do not have ammunition. Strike's cryptification has caused the damage from critical strikes by 25%. The talents available at 3:00 p.m. The cruel state pumps the cooling of blessings down in 10 seconds. The Blessed Shot Thanks Award no longer requires ammunition. Talents at level 20:Talent
NameDescription Holy CauseCritical hits give temporary health. Zeilling's righteous enemies provide temporary health. PurifierHero gets health after beating the boss. Talent level 25: Talent NameDescription Encore Reproduces waiting for locked and loaded skills by 30%. Double-shotVictor fires two shots from pellets in the range of a devastating cone.
Bucksvictor fires two powerful bullets in different and opposite directions. Tips and Hunter is great for eliminating single enemies - professional skill is ideal for killing special and elite enemies or wounding bosses. His passive skill allows him to Critical hit with a wide weapon every 10 seconds - a great way to kill special or elite enemies. Wait for the Blessed
Punch to load and then shoot a powerful opponent in the head. Father and Loaded can fire one shot, such as warrior chaos. Remember that when you want to kill the enemy quickly. The proposed bill of bounty hunterIt is the best battle from a distance, and that's what the following talents are based on. Build allows you to handle a lot of damage from varying
weapons. Swift Reload (Level 5) - The bounty hunter constantly uses distance weapons, so fast refueling is essential. Crippling Strike (level 10) - increased critical damage allows even faster elimination of the enemy. Perfectly combined with passive skill. Bounty Prize (level 15) - improves passive ability that is already ammunition-free. The righteous Zial
(level 20) - a standard talent for temporarily increasing health after the murder of an enemy. Encore (level 25) - career skill is a great way to get rid of a group of enemies, and shorter waiting times allow you to do this more often. ZialotZelato is a class accessible from the 12th level of character. He has high injury resistance and gets increased power after
being injured. Basic health: 150 pointsSave ability &amp;quot; Skills SkillsSkill&amp;quot; / Spell NameDescriptionFiery Faith (passive ability)Power increases by 5% for every 25 health missing up to a maximum bonus of 20%. Holy Fervour (career ability)Victor charges forward and wins 25% increased attack speed in 5 seconds. Uncollectable strikes
(passive capability)Heavy attacks can not be interrupted by harmful attacks of the enemy. Heart of iron (passive ability)Resists death when taking deadly damage (works every 120 seconds). Zialot Talents Available at Level 5: Talent NameDescriptionHoly EnduranceIncreates the speed of endurance recovery by 30%. The Saint of Battle Ordered a chance of
a critical hit 5%. WillNadidi's strong stunner stuns by 35%. Talents at level 10: Talent NameDescription No SurrenderDepends on strength by 3% for each close enemy and stacks up to 5 times. Flagellant Damage taken from an attack is reduced to 10 damage or half of its original value, depending on which is highest. Inhibits painMeath the damage taken by
35%, while less than 50% health. Talent available at 15:Talent NameDescription Shield of Faith Faith increases the block area by 10% to 25% missing health. This effect stack up to 5 times. Holy Crusader Faith also increased the damage from critical blows by 10 to 25. This effect stack up to 5 times. The unre repented Ferrer Facer Faith also gave stamina
to 25 health points missing. This effect stack up to 5 times. Talents at level 20:Talent NameDescription Holy CauseCritical hits give temporary health. Righteous zealling enemies give temporary PurifierHero gets health after beating the boss. Talent level 25: Talent NameDescription PenoperNad Reproduces the coolness of The Holy Fervour by 30%.
Pleasure from painHoly Fervour causes causes 2 health points for each successful hit. Blissful Frenzy Creates the duration of the holy Fervor fast attack up to 8 seconds. Tips and tipsAll is another tank. However, he can also cope with a lot of damage. His passive skill turns into lost points of health in force - the injuries make the Zelott deal even more
damaging. Of course, there is no point in depleting your health points on target, but you can decide to play with half the health if you feel confident about it. This will give you a big power boost. St. Fervr allows you to quickly save the Allies surrounded by a horde. You can reach them quickly thanks to the charge. Increased speed is also useful in the fight.
Proposed for Zillow building The next set of talents makes Zealot a real reservoir that grows in strength with your health - and by focusing on your opponents, you lose a lot of health. Sacred endouras (level 5) - faster recovery of endurance allows to block attacks more often. Suppresses pain (level 10) - reduces damage when you have less than half of your
health. It fits perfectly with passive skill. Not showing Ferrer (level 15) - another boost to endurance. The righteous Zial (level 20) - a standard talent for temporarily increasing health after the murder of an enemy. Fresher (level 25) - shortens the time it takes to renew your career skills, a useful charge that saves allies and temporarily increases the speed of
attack. Next characters Sienna Fuegnaz In front of symbols Kerilian Kerilian
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